product that is spotlighted in this article. The test methods used and presented in this article are similar in
nature to other tests I have done. Moreover, I have considered more recent philosophies on testing archery
products as it relates to industry standards.
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The distance from the target is measured by taking the vertical projection of the bow’s pivot point, to the approximate
path of the arrow, and measuring 10 feet (+/- 1 inch) to the
front of the target.
The testing is split into three parts, namely: Penetration
Test, Arrow Removal Test and Durability Test.

hits from an arrow at close range. On average, it takes 26
shots placed in the same location to reach 18.625 inches or
greater of penetration based on the bow and arrow setup
mentioned in this portion of the test.

Arrow Removal Test (Pull Test)
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and moved left and right if needed; this permits the bow to approximately the same as the other hunting arrow used in
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Arrow Removal Test
Average (lbs)*

58.7

* The average calculation does not consider the highest and
lowest measurements

intense shooting as shown.

competitors’ products. Further, to strengthen mine or anyone’s opinion on this target, consider the technology that
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is ATA/BOW‐104‐2008
both internal and external foam consistency. be aware that with all the pluses there is a negative. The
We can agree that soft or weak spots on a target are a major ShotBlocker Bowhunter is porous. As expected, this target
concern. The testing indicated very consistent foam com- is susceptible to the elements – especially water intrusion.
pression and stopping characteristics throughout. The use For that reason, I recommend utilizing a tarp or some other
of foam has its pluses. Foam can be manufactured to be very protective means when the target is not in use, or store the
uniform and homogeneous. It also is typically less abrasive target in a garage or shed.
rability Test and has less negative impact on the outer layer of the arrow
The other major selling point for the ShotBlocker
than some other target materials.
Bowhunter is the lightweight design. It is by far one of the
e friction
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thefeet
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doand
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is lugging
creates a force that is difficult to overcome, and the results of around heavy targets, which may in many cases be a factor
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tive, the numerous shots required to penetrate deeply into
own.
the target give way to a different concern – difficult arrow
Overall
removal. This is not uncommon compared to targets I have
The product has some superb features. The clean, crisp
tested and owned over the years, and the foam does an excel- shooting faces and lightweight design are the standout
lent job of making contact with the arrow, which is what you characteristics. The samples tested demonstrated consistent
want. I can personally attest to the fact that I did not struggle foam density, which is a big plus for archers that shoot as
to remove arrows during the test, but some archers may have much surface area as possible. The Welded-Core Technology
concerns about this aspect. Therefore, I’d suggest that those adds greatly to the target’s integrity and sets this target apart
customers considering a layered foam target from McKenzie from the competition. I believe the Iowa-based company
also buy arrow lube and/or an arrow puller like the Bednar is going to continue to refine its line of targets and offer an
Perfect Puller recently introduce by TenPoint Crossbows.
even larger selection in years to come.
As already mentioned, the
company designed this target
and others within their three
lines to be simple and effective.
The foam layered line does not
have plates, bands, cables, wires
or straps. Their lack enhances
longevity based on the simple
KISS (Keep It Simple) principle
we have all come to believe in.
The bottom line is that archers
are looking for a product that
will last, and I am of the opinion
that this target should survive
as long, if not longer, than most
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